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Dive into a fantastic world of vast riches and sunken treasures in Rich of the Mermaid, our new five-
reel slot. Hidden beneath the waves, amazing sea creatures with expanding benevolent Mermaid 
symbols and bet multipliers will help you win more. Collect six treasure chest symbols to reveal a 
Bonus game. Swim among the shells and crystals during the main game and win one of four magical 
extra gifts: extra Wilds, random multipliers, Collect Riches feature or expanding Mermaid Wild symbols.

Game Features

Special Symbols
The WILD symbol appears on any reel in the 

main game only.

The chest symbols multiply the bet values and 
land on reels with corresponding cash values 
on them. Chest symbols trigger Bonus game.

The Shell, Crystal, Jellyfish and Trident are 
bonus symbols land on reels during the Bonus 

game only.

Buy Feature
A Buy Feature lets you buy your way into the 

bonus round.

Base Game
Plays on 5 reels, 4 rows, and 25 active 

paylines.



Hold and Spin Bonus Game
Every 6 chest symbols on reels trigger 3 Bonus 
Re-Spins. Every new chest symbol resets the 

re-spins counter to 3.  
Shell, Crystal, Jellyfish, and Trident symbols 

only land on reels during the Bonus game and 
reveal extra prizes.

Extra Features
During the main game spin, any of 4 extra 

features can be triggered randomly: 
extra Wild symbols, expanding Wild symbols, 

multipliers, Collect Riches feature.



Game Information
Math

Total RTP 96.63%

Buy Feature RTP 96.52%

Volatility 10.20

Hit frequency 22.75%

Win
Max payout 
(simulated from 10 billion spins)

x10000 bet (up to 5,000,000.00$ with 
500.00$ bet)

Information

Game Name Rich of the Mermaid

Absolute Name RichOfTheMermaid

Game ID 1026

Technology HTML5

Devices Mobile & desktop

Languages English, Spanish, Russian

Currencies 100 +
Cryptocurrencies Yes

Free Spins No

Bonus Game Yes

Min bet 0.1$

Default bet 1.00$

Max bet 500.00$


